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YACHTAID GLOBAL funds and coordinates delivery of disaster relief, humanitarian

and developmental aid to isolated coastal communities in need by way of a global

yacht fleet.

WHY ?

Because we believe everyone in every community no matter how remote or

forgotten has a right to clean drinking water, food, shelter, economic opportunity,

education and a bright future. We’re changing the world without changing course.

YACHTAIDGLOBAL.ORG
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YAG FACTS

FOUNDED 2006

50+ BENEFICIARY LOCATIONS IN 20 COUNTRIES

OVER 100,000 PEOPLE POSITIVELY IMPACTED

OVER 40 SUPERYACHTS / 400 CREW

NETWORK OF OVER 100 GLOBAL VOLUNTEERS

OVER 30,000 VOLUNTEER HOURS

Established in 2006, YachtAid Global

(YAG) is the non-profit arm of C2C,

Inc. and is a fiscally sponsored

project of United Charitable

Programs (UCP), a registered

501(c)(3). YAG is run by a core multi-

disciplinary team of volunteer

advisors.

Our extensive volunteer network

currently consists of over 100 people

ashore around the world. Since

2006 over 30,000 volunteer hours

have been put into YAG by Captains,

crew, advisors and logistics

coordinators.

YachtAid Global is based in San

Diego, CA, with global affiliates.



Y A G  M O D E L ~ O B J E C T I V E S D I S A S T E R  R E L I E F

YachtAid Global coordinates the purchase and delivery of aid to people in need via yacht crews, schools,

medical clinics, local partners and key in-country relationships that collaborate in supporting remote

coastal communities. We achieve our goals by enlisting the help of and empowering volunteers and by

fostering relationships with other non-profit and non-government organizations.

Our founders have traveled the globe for decades and have a deep understanding of and connection to

many remote coastal communities. We align with innovative leaders and companies / social enterprises

and leverage the collective expertise of multi-disciplinary team members in accelerating sustainable

benefits for these communities in all of our initiatives.

OJBECTIVE: YachtAid Global is seeking to raise funds to support our growth and scale operations

globally after over 10 years of successful projects culminating in major milestones in 2015 including

recognition of the benefits of superyachts in major disaster relief operations by the United Nations. We

are partnering with leading philanthropic organizations and individuals in order to impact more lives in a

sustainable way and increase our readiness for aid delivery in response to major disasters and for

developmental projects.

YAG abides by agenda-free aid and leverages well-prepared, thoroughly vetted partners and proven

processes in ensuring timely, needs-verified, ethical and responsible aid delivery. Our model enables,

validates and accelerates larger quantities of donations and timely distribution to those in need at no

cost to recipient communities. Creator and believer of the vision “Changing the World Without

Changing Course,” YachtAid Global works closely with yacht owners, crew and industry professionals to

achieve its mission by:

• Determining the needs of a particular area that yachts cruise to

• Acquiring the goods, resources and supplies to furnish the needs

• Transporting and distributing the goods to ultimately fulfill the needs

Yachts being utilized as self-contained disaster relief platforms is gaining recognition in part as a

result of YachtAid Global’s innovative model and leadership in mobilizing – and inspiring – key

partners that all contribute to a highly effective solution in a world beset by increasingly intense and

damaging natural disasters. Since September 2010 YAG has mobilized yachts for disaster relief for

at least 9 major disasters and have had three responses – Los Cabos Mexico, Vanuatu and the

Bahamas – recognized by the United Nations, National Disaster Management Office Vanuatu and

National Emergency Management Agency Bahamas respectively.

Yachts have three critical elements aboard making them ideal in addressing rapid onset disaster:

• Water Making Capability

• Communications

• Electricity

Our ability to rapidly mobilize yachts, crews, logistics experts and major NGO donors has led to

highly successful responses that save lives, provide a free aid transportation pipeline for relief and

re-development, and give hope to those that might otherwise not be reached.

The most widely cited estimates for global climate-related refugees is 200 million by 2050: “The

number of storms, droughts and floods has increased threefold over the last 30 years with

devastating effects on vulnerable communities, particularly in the developing world”

(International Organization for Migration; https://www.iom.int/complex-nexus)
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1) MAJOR DISASTER RELIEF –

RAPID RESPONSE AID DELIVERY

2) MAJOR DISASTER RELIEF –
RECOVERY & WATER SUPPLY

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS

& DISASTERS ARE INCREASING

IN NUMBER AND SEVERITY

FIJI

CYCLONE EVAN

JALISCO, MEXICO

HURRICANE PATRICIA 

ST MAARTEN

HURRICANE GONZALO

VANUATU

CYCLONE PAM

PHILIPPINES

TYPHOON HIAYAN

CHILI

TSUNAMI

LA PAZ, CABO MEXICO

HURRICANE ODILE

YAG IS A GLOBAL

LEADER IN PRIVATE-SECTOR

MOBILIZATION FOR…

YAG = DISASTER RELIEF
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G L O B A L  P R E S S

"We enjoy going to far off places and some of what you see makes you feel it's your responsibility to help the

people in these communities…” – Georgia Gosnell, Yacht Owner

"It's a way for these families to give back to the communities they often just stop in to buy fuel and leave their

garbage behind…It also opens the doors to cultural experiences that are otherwise unreachable to owners,

captains and crews." – YAG Founder Mark Drewelow

“Among the superyachts that have contributed to relief efforts are; Richard Branson’s 100 foot catamaran Necker Belle that sprung into action

after Hurricane Gonzalo hit St. Maarten last year and the luxury yacht Big Fish that delivered supplies aiding the victims of Cyclone Evan.

The McMullen and Wing-built motor yacht (Big Fish) left Auckland bound for Viti Levu and laden with $50,000 of aid. The yacht helped 600

locals, specifically the hospital and school children who lost everything after the Chilean earthquake and subsequent tsunami tore up Robinson

Crusoe island last year. The tiny island off the coast of Chile had most of its seaside village destroyed and, due to the remoteness of the village,

it was difficult to get aid to the island.” – Jim Dobson

MARCH 31, 2015

DECEMBER 22, 2010

SEPTEMBER, 2012 – “Yachting for a Cause” 

“Throughout SE Asia, the Phillipines, Indonesia we have probably done 15 to 20 drops of supplies… the

general feeling is that yachts come and take and use the resources in the area. But there is a growing

number of people who are making a contribution to each place they go, and the doors that are opened and

the goodwill it creates for all of us is immeasurable.” – Captain Tim Forderer, Sailing Yacht VIVID

(View Full Article Here) 

(View Full Article Here) 

(View Full Article Here) 

http://yachtaidglobal.org/wp/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/10-1-12-Philanthropy_SBINov12-2.pdf
http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424052748703581204576033904167632820
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jimdobson/2015/03/31/super-wealthy-yacht-owners-rally-together-to-help-disaster-victims-with-yachtaid-global/#41ad74fd74e2


54 M / 177’  |  9.2 M / 30’  |  15 KTS  |  FEADSHIP

M / Y  I C E  B E A R 

In 2006, one of YachtAid Global’s first deliveries to a remote coastal community in need was made possible by the generosity and compassion of the

owner and crew of the 54 meter luxury yacht ICE BEAR. Las Islita, Costa Rica is a boat access only community; ICE BEAR was tasked with delivering

school supplies to this village near Puntarenas, including 25 children whose school is located in the mangroves with sand floors. Entering our tenth

year of operations in 2016, YAG has since our founding distributed educational and school supplies to children in need, including books in Spanish

about the importance of environment conservation. Our collaboration with yacht owners, crew and industry leading companies continues to focus

on developmental and disaster relief aid that is tied into sound re-development, educational initiatives and sustainability.



M / Y  SEVEN J’S
51 M / 168’  |  9.2 M / 30’  |  28 KTS  |  DELTA MARINE



M / Y  SEVEN J’S |  SLOJO

M/Y SEVEN JS (ex. SLOJO) has participated in multiple YAG projects providing a

reliable partner in the delivery of school and other supplies to remote communities

in Mexico, Tahiti and Vanuatu. These proactive, developmental aid projects help

primarily in remote coastal communities with boat-only access. These mostly needy

communities in some cases have hosted yacht crew who in-turn give back and

participate in delivery projects / humanitarian aid delivery. YAG relies on the charity

of owners and the ingenuity and resourcefulness of our logistics, captain and crew
partners.

YAG PROJECT/YR COUNTRY RESULT

CABO / 2008 MEXICO                 Ocean conservation books and school supplies

for 30 children, donated by YAG

MOOREA / 2010 TAHITI Cooking equip, supplies, computers for                          

community of 5,000

NGOUNA / 2011 VANUATU              Delivered play equipment, school and

building supplies to a community of about 50 



M / Y  LADY LOLA
62.6 M / 205’  |  1O.5 M / 34’  |  15 KTS |  OCEANCO

“LADY LOLA STEPS UP IN PANAMA”

FEBRUARY 2013 

http://yachtaidglobal.org/wp/2013/02/february-5-2013-motor-yacht-lady-lola-steps-up-in-panama/


M / Y  LADY LOLA

Lady Lola Crew Takes School Supplies to Panama
This Valentine’s Day, the local school system in the greater Chiriqui region of Northwest Panama received a gift unlike 

the usual chocolates and flowers.

The 63m Oceanco M/Y Lady Lola transported 38 cubic feet of notebooks, pencils and general school supplies from 

Panama City to the Islas Secas Resort where the many boxes were dropped off for distribution.

Islas Secas is one of 16 volcanic islands about 25 miles south of mainland Panama. The supplies and about $4,000 

collected donations will help children aged 5-13 in four schools, according to Judi Tucker at YachtAid Global (YAG), 

who coordinated this delivery. Most of the schools have about 300 students each….   .“We received a wish list from the 

teachers and adapted the shopping list accordingly so as also to eliminate too many plastic items (like pens for the 

kids) as these always end up in the sea,” Tucker said.

The crew of Lady Lola were excited to help the children and bought about 10 percent more supplies to donate.

“We crew are so fortunate to have these great jobs with low expenses, steady income and the benefit of traveling the 

world,” Capt. Mac McDonald said. “It was so easy to give some hope to some kids out in the middle of nowhere.”

YAG is a non-profit based in the yachting industry, gathering donations of school and medical supplies to be delivered 

by yachts as they pass near needy communities and villages around the world.

M/Y Seawolf is signed up to transport another delivery in Panama this month.

March 12, 2013
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V  A  N  U  A  T  U
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WORST STORM IN NATION’S HISTORY, OVER 30 ISLANDS DECIMATED

ALL STUCTURES, FOOD & WATER SUPPLIES DESTROYED

MARCH 13, 2015

CYCLONE PAM

165 MPH WINDS

26 FT STORM SURGE

VANUATU:  

30 ISLANDS -

TOTAL DEVASTATION !

165,000 PEOPLE IMPACTED,

INCLUDING 55,000 CHILDREN
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VANUATU 2015 - YAG MOBILIZATION

6 YACHTS

9 TENDERS

3 HELICOPTERS

76 CREW

18 ISLANDS / VILLAGES SERVED

900,000+ LITRES WATER

15 TONS OF AID

4 PATIENTS MEDI-VAC

450 PATIENTS EMERGENCY MEDICAL CARE

ROADS CLEARED

HOMES REPAIRED

LIVES SAVED

~  H O P E R E S T O R E D ~
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M / Y  U M B R A 
58 M / 168’  |  9.2 M / 30’  |  28 KTS  |  DAMEN SHIPYARDS

“The rewards of doing humanitarian work are all

internal. Personally, this journey has made me

realize how everyone on Earth should work that

little bit harder to help their fellow man, whether

that be right next door to you, or far away.”

– Steve Sims, First Officer

Not having ever supported active heli-ops as a team prior,

the crew of UMBRA was tasked with a daunting challenge

over ten days and performed flawlessly. The heroes of

the operation were the crew that were on the front lines,

risking everything, but rewarded with an incredibly

satisfying and memorable experience…

M/Y UMBRA WAS PART OF A HIGH

PERFORMANCE TEAM OF YACHTS AND THEIR

CREWS AS WELL A LOCAL, REGIONAL AND

GLOBAL PARTNERS WHO COLLABORATED TO

EXECUTE ON THIS LIFE-SAVING MISSION.

INTERNATIONAL SUPERYACHT SOCIETY  ~  DISTINGUISHED CREW AWARD - 2015

CYLONE PAM ~ MARCH, 2015

VANUATU:  SOUTH PACIFIC NATION OF 80 

ISLANDS SPREAD OVER 800 MILES

1.5 CYCLONES PER YEAR ON AVERAGE;

PAM:  WORST EVER IN VANUATU HISTORY
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“On board the Umbra, a deep silence comes across the ship as the crew

members contemplate the harrowing sight from the deck. There is a sense

of restlessness from the crew as everyone is eager to do what they can to

get the much-needed supplies to the local villagers as quickly as possible.

The anchor is lowered without delay and the ship’s tender is placed in the

water and prepared for an expedition to the shore. Sam, Artemis, and fellow

crew steward Josipa Seneta hop onboard the tender and steer towards the

beach to assess the damage up close. As the group quickly draws closer

to the island, a sparse collection of villagers can be seen waiting by the

shoreline. The grim expressions clearly convey their anguish.”

-- The UMBRA Journey (Project Journal)
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As a result of a historic YAG-managed mobilization in March, 2015, responding to massive Cyclone Pam destruction

(decimated many islands of the South Pacific eighty island nation of Vanuatu; the nation’s worst Cyclone ever)

Superyachts were recognized – for the very first time - in the official report by the United Nations as an effective rapid

response relief solution for major natural disasters.

Combining the extraordinary generosity and ingenuity of owner and crew with the ingenuity and craftsmanship of an

exceptional superyacht with record-setting capabilities – which in the disaster relief realm means saving lives – it is a

remarkable collaboration and force multiplier for rapid response operations. This unified ingenuity when integrated with

a Disaster Assistance Relief Team (DART) certified first responder program including EMTs, medical personnel, former

Navy Seals and security specialists has provided unprecedented capabilities for natural disaster response services for

remote communities in need.

M / Y  D R A G O N F L Y 

`

70 M / 240’  |  20 M / 32’  |  27 KTS  |  ESPEN OEINO  

INTERNATIONAL SUPERYACHT SOCIETY  ~  DISTINGUISHED CREW AWARD - 2015

D R A G O N F L Y V I D E O 

VANUATU ~ MARCH, 2015
(Courtesy of M/Y DRAGONFLY)

https://youtu.be/os5gfk3l5Qo


M / Y  D R A G O N F L Y

VANUATU ~ MARCH 2016 

“The team that we have on Dragonfly are exceptional, we have over recent years developed our medical training program and all crew are highly

trained with 5 EMT’s and a doctor onboard we were well positioned to act as first response on the many islands that we visited. Dragonfly was tasked

with the remote islands North of Efate in the Shefa Province and on arrival we were shocked by the level of damage. Our tasking included medical

response, delivery of food and water, delivery and construction of shelter and providing Intel back to the disaster management team on the ground in

Port Vila.” - Captain Mike Gregory

• Discharged and staged over 62,000 litres of fresh water in 21 villages (9 Islands)

• Attended to over 250 casualties/patients and assessed many more

• Facilitated 3 medical evacuations

• Cleared numerous helicopter landing zones for ongoing support

• Cleared access roads and removed fallen trees from buildings

• Delivered and/or erected shelter in multiple villages
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“It was shocking to see the amount of damage on the outer islands. The wind and the sand had stripped

the bark off trees…To see the smiles and the joy from people’s faces once the first batch of water touched

down, that was a really special moment”

– Sam Bell, Kaleva Yacht Services
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CONTACT INFORMATION

ERIC DAHLER

GLOBAL BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

YACHTAID GLOBAL / C2C, INC.

ERIC@YACHTAIDGLOBAL.ORG


